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The Dark ForestThe most controversial book of 2017 ~ Carolyn FaulknerEnjoy seven wicked tales

from seven bestselling authors, each more deliciously deviant than the last! This anthology breaks

every rule and is extremely taboo. It is so dark that it&apos;s actually black, and definitely not for the

faint of heart. This anthology is not your typical romance. You have been warned.Nothing is as it

seems in our dark and twisted fairyland. Princes are not charming and the path to happily ever after

is paved with creative punishments and supplication. Do not fret for our fair maidens. These are still

fairytales. Love will conquer all in the end. BEAUTIFULLY PRIMALA Beauty and the Beast tale by

Zoe BlakeA cursed maiden, a prince in disguise, a savage hunger that would not be denied. He will

use her own wild nature to show her how beautifully primal love can be.Ã‚Â  Will Beatrice respond

to his rough handling or deny them both their destiny?SLEEP, MY BEAUTYA Sleeping Beauty story

by Alta HensleyThe powerful Maleficent army is marching through the destroyed land collecting all

the young women to add to his collection of sleeping beauties. Briar Rose has one choice. Submit

or die. In a world cast in an apocalyptic nightmare, is it possible for one woman to find her happily

ever after?Ã‚Â SAVING ELLAA Cinderella tale by Tabitha BlackTrapped in a life of endless

drudgery and servitude for her stepmother andsiblings, Ella has just one joy; her poster of the rock

god Zainon Matthews. She has no idea how close she is to getting that wish... or the dark, sadistic

desires Zainon will expose her to. As the saying goes: be careful what you wish for.Ã‚Â MR.

WOLFFE&apos;SLITTLE REDA Little Red Riding Hood story by Maggie RyanRegina Redd is a

young professional woman during the week... and becomes Little Red when with her Dom/daddy,

Drake Wolffe. How will Master Wolffe guide his Little Red through this erotic, intimate journey to

push her limits, to learn she can soar so much higher than she ever dreamed? Ã‚Â GOLDI IN

CHAINSA Goldilocks story by Maren SmithShe is an independent career woman with a penchant

for the seamy underside of life. Breaking into that house was every bit as easy as she&apos;d been

led to believe. What it wasn&apos;t, was empty and shifters (particularly were-bears) were not

known to be forgiving. What she doesn&apos;t know is which might be worse: the inevitable pain as

they work in tandem to break her down...or the incredible pleasure that pain brings.Ã‚Â THE

TOWERA Rapunzel story by Jennifer BeneRebecca &apos;Rapunzel&apos; Sinclair has spent her

entire life in The Tower. But while her father has kept her sheltered and safe, he has also made

enemies, and when one of them takes her prisoner she is dropped into a nightmare of pain and

pleasure. As her masked captor works to break her down will she be able to face the darkness in

her past, and the dangerous desires she&apos;s discovering inside herself?NIGHTMARES IN

WONDERLANDAn Alice in Wonderland tale by Addison CainWhen darkness falls, Alice hears the



tick-tock of the grandfather clock, and the hosts of Wonderland come out to play. Of all who haunt

Alice, one devil&apos;s false friendship is far more insidious. The Hatter has all the power, loves to

twist and taunt, and is eager to draw sweet Alice into a never-ending nightmare of degradation and

fun. Tea anyone?*Publisher&apos;s Warning - This anthology is extremely dark, twisted, and will

push your comfort level. There are taboo, and high kink level acts, graphic sex, anal play,

mÃƒÂ©nage, age play, and whatever else your darkest mind can think of. Do not buy this book if

you are expecting your typical hearts and flowers romance.
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Indeed these are 5 dark roromances that range in severity, intensity and depravities. Many of these

stories are not for the faint of heart. Some of them are twisted and down right psychotic in their

"love". Bewarned that if you are looking for a dark, erotic romance with hero learning to love the

heroine sweetly at the end...well this book is not for you. However, if you like hardcore captivity

scenes, BDSM scenes, non con, dub con, angst, ABDL, more than vanilla loving, nanny, multiple

partners and dom/sub themes then this bundle is for you as each story is different but offer one or

more of these scenarios.****ZOE BLAKE Beautifully Primal - 5 stars - I loved this novel! From all of



the novels this one was the closest to romantic I found and my favorite. I really enjoyed it and the

ending is a big twist! Safe read. Hero was hiding his identity as he went about taming his beast of a

fiance. Their marriage may have been arranged but he plans to tame the beastly heroine and show

her whom she belongs with. I loved the ending. Great book. Themes dub con, BDSM, dominant

hero and first time.***ALTA HENSLEY Sleep, My Beauty -rating 4 stars - Heroine taken as captive

by Manifiscent, who happens to be a male ruler that captures and tortures women and some to the

point of death. But there is a soldier there that has been so corrupted by Manifescent. What does

this soldier have in store for heroine? What secret does he hold? How far will the heroine fall before

she is saved? The ending was kinda left open because there was something left undone and we

never know what really happens...unless there is a follow up book. Themes of captivity and sexual

torture, but believe me nothing like the books that follow.****TABITHA BLACK Saving Ella - 4 stars -

Ella is treated cruelly by her step mother and step siblings. This includes spankings by her step

brother! While she works away her step siblings have plans to attend a concert. Ella is a big fan of

the singer. She gets an opportunity by going on a double date with her desperate step sister. At the

party things take off well when she manages catch the hero's eye. Will he be the Prince Charming

she needs to take her away from it all? However sweet he may appear hero makes it known what

he likes and it involved some hardcore BDSM kinks. Themes of submissive, first time and happily

ever after; )****MAGGIE RYAN Mr. WolffeÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Little Red - 4 stars- This one is a

lighter dark read. Little Red Riding Hood likes to be the Mr. Wolffe's submissive. So she graduates

to an invitation to go all into his world that includes "granny" being the nanny. Themes of sub/dom,

nanny, medical procedures (enemas, temp, etc...), spankings and more than vanilla loving. Heroine

willing participant.****MAREN SMITH Goldi in Chains - Sorry skipped it- Not going to rate. I am not

into multiple partners, but if you are this dark romance is for you. Goldi is about to get her due from

three shifters that plan to make her pay for what she has done. Enjoy.****JENNIFER BENE The

Tower -4 stars- Now this one was the most deprived, darkest romance. This one had hardcore

captivity scenes. The anti hero is out for revenge and he plans to break heroine by the time he is

done. Why? It is all revealed in the end and we do get a HEA. Themes of first time, more than

vanilla loving, sexual humiliation and punishment, bonding, spankings, BDSM, and video

recordings. Did I mention big reveal in the end;)****ADDISON CAIN Nightmares in Wonderland -

Rating 4 stars- This Mad Hatter is a very scary person. The psychological games he plays with his

twisted friends to "win" Alice compliance is drawn out over years. All Alice has to do is give in but at

what point will that be? Because what seems real to her is deemed hysteria to others. Poor Alice

she really doesn't want to play, she just wants to sleep...but then she will miss all the fun;) Themes



of coercion, psychological games, and serial stalker.

Anthologies are a mixed bag. Always on the hunt for new authors to read, this collection offered just

the chance. It was a nice distraction for a rainy day, but some authors just jive with the psyche, and

Nightmares in Wonderland by Addison Cain punched all of those buttons for me. Is it possible to be

so enamored with an author's writing that your tastes and preferences start altering slowly bit by bit?

The imagery of the Mad Hatter as a spider short-circuited this admittedly arachnophobic reader, but

it was an aptly creepy description that fit with the sensual, disparate tale. The levels in which Alice

was pushed to was not something I usually read about, but faithful reading led to a delightfully

twisted tale. I enjoy the author's archetypes for her characters and while the Mad Hatter is not by

any means a good person, the ending is satisfying. I'm thankful to have read the story and it is the

most memorable in the collection.

Just finished reading Jennifer Bene's version of Rapunzel in this anthology. Her dark stories are all

beautifully written. The character development in this is amazing. Rapunzel thinks she lives the

perfect life, but like many of us who think our lives are perfect, she learns her life I even more

screwed up than she could have ever imagined. I loved each of the "Fairy Tales" in this anthology. It

is so much fun to read these dark twists on the fairy tales tales that we grew up with. Each author

takes a child's story and makes it an adult fantasy. I would definitely recommend this anthology to

anyone who likes dark erotica.

These are not fairy tales for the faint of heart. But if you like your fairy tales with an edge, a dark

edge, an edge that makes you cringe and squirm, buy this book and get reading!! I loved every

story and wanted more - all of these authors are on my one-click list; and while I generally prefer

longer stories, I really enjoyed these shorts since I could read one each night and really let the

darkness settle in. Can't wait to see what their devious minds come up with next!!

This review is for Jennifer Bene's Rapunzel story contained within this book. This story was dark

and twisted from the beginning and Jennifer didn't let up at all with this story. She takes her

signature style of writing and twists this classic story but gives it a modern twist. While I don't

necessarily agree with how the story ends (I just don't think she would go Stockholm syndrome),

Jennifer doesn't disappoint with the shock and awe but still makes the book enjoyable.
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